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of Bandini Films. The film stars Jeet Ganguly, Moushumi Chatterjee, Kaushik Bhattacharya, Nimesh Saha and Anishka Mukherjee in the
lead roles.The film, which was produced by Haranath Chakraborty, .Q: Using _.any() to return false I'm using _.any() to check for a

conditional. In my code, a variable has the value "a" or "b", or "c". If it's equal to "a", I want _.any() to return true, if equal to "b" false, and so
on. I've tried a few different things, like: _.any([a, b, c]) _.any(["a", "b", "c"]) _.any("a" || "b" || "c") This last one returns true, but only if it's
equal to "a", and false otherwise. How can I make it so it returns true if equal to any of a, b, or c, and false otherwise? A: _.any([a, b, c]) ===

a This is how you check for truthy and falsy values, which is the same as a, b, or c A: You can use
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